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PROFILE SUMMARY
I am a seasoned full-stack web and mobile developer with over four years of hands-on experience, proficient in

languages such as JavaScript, React, and Next.js. I am actively seeking opportunities to apply my expertise and

collaborate with a dynamic team, aiming to contribute to the achievements of forward-thinking organizations.

SKILLS
Soft skills: Excellent communication | Public Speaking | leadership

Technical skills: JavaScript | Typescript | React | Nextjs | Node Js | express | Aws | React Native | Restfull API |

Mysql&MongoDB | Html & css | Tailwindcss & Bootstrap, etc …

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior software Engineer at Zukky Present.

Stack: Reactjs, Nextjs, TypeScript, Tailwind Css, ASP.Net, MySQL

➢ Zukky is a fintech application designed to facilitate cost-effective money transfers from Nigeria to

Canada, catering to corporate needs.

➢ I held the role of Senior Front-End Engineer, overseeing the complete development of the front-end,

encompassing both UI and functionality.

➢ I also had the responsibility of merging pull requests and hosting the application.

➢ Additionally, I was accountable for debugging and testing the application to ensure its reliability and

performance.

Software Engineer , Placid International APRIL 2022- JULY 2022

Stack: Reactjs, TypeScript, Tailwind Css, Nodejs,

➢ We developed LeishTon BoardGovTM, an application providing comprehensive corporate governance,

accounting, and market performance data, primarily used for research and relationship management in

corporate and board governance.

➢ I was entrusted with leading the front-end development, ensuring a seamless user interface, and

maintaining optimal functionality.

➢ I was responsible for proposing and implementing new design concepts and layouts for the front-end,

aiming to enhance the user interface and improve client interaction.

Front-End Engineer, Brightstar Integral Technology solution: UBA , Lagos, Nigeria Jan 2021 - Dec 2021

Stack: HTML&Css Javascript, .Nodejs, Bootstrap, Tailwind Css, JQuery, etc ...

➢ Worked on a team to design and develop the company's website from stretch using HTML, CSS, and

Javascript ….

➢ Created andmaintained the website's style guide to ensure consistency in design and branding.

➢ Identified, fixed and wrote post-mortems for critical bugs. This not only prevented bugs like these but also

helped the whole team reflect and improve the process we took to find the bugs.

➢ Collaborated with the back-end development team to integrate the front-end with the website's APIs.

.

Front-End Engineer, Brightstar Integral Technology solution May 2020 - Oct 2020

Stack: React, Typescript, Redux,

➢ Developed andmaintained the company's web application using React, Redux, and TypeScript.

➢ Collaborated with the design team to incorporate visually appealing and user-friendly elements into the

web application.

mailto:faithgodwin821@gmail.com
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https://github.com/Iam-Ignite
https://ignitecodes.netlify.app/


➢ Collaborated with the back-end development team to integrate the front-end with the website's APIs.

➢ Improved the website's performance and user experience by optimizing code and implementing front-end

best practices.

CERTIFICATIONS
➢ Responsive Design (FreeCodeCamp)

➢ Javascript Algorithms and Data Structures(FreeCodeCamp)

➢ Front EndDevelopment Libraries(FreeCodeCamp)

EDUCATION
Self-taught: software engineer

Computer science (CS)

Vocational training Certificate (Computer Science)

https://www.freecodecamp.org/certification/fcc264c48f6-03ce-482b-9b8b-bfee818c3261/front-end-development-libraries
https://www.freecodecamp.org/certification/fcc264c48f6-03ce-482b-9b8b-bfee818c3261/javascript-algorithms-and-data-structures
https://www.freecodecamp.org/certification/fcc264c48f6-03ce-482b-9b8b-bfee818c3261/front-end-development-libraries

